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A Variation of the Housing_unit Method for Estimating

the Population of-Small, Rural itreas:
A Case stiiov of the Local Expert Procedure

LINDA K. ROE, JOHN F' CARLSON and DAVID A' SWANEONT

ABSTRACT

This paper examines the suitability of a survey-based procedure for estimating populations in small' rural

areas. The procedure is a uariation of the Housing Unii Method. It employs the use of local expens enlisted

to provide information uUout tt. demographic characteristics of households randomly selected lrom

residential unit sample frames developed from utility records' The procedure is nonintrusiye and less

costlythantraditional,r;;;;l;;;."llectioneff'r*r' 
r-';ir.usetheprocedureisbasedonrandomsampling'

confidence intervals can be constructed arci:: - " ;,"ation istimated by the technique' The results

of a case study are prouiJ.a in which the total popu'ution is estimated for three unincorporated com-

munities in rural, southern Nevada'

KEYwoRDS:Survey-based;Utilityrecords;ConfidenceintervalsiNevada.

1. INTRODUCTION

Initsmostrecentsurveyofstateandlocalagenciesp-reparingpopulationandhousing
estimates, the U.S. Bureau of ,h. C.nrus found that about 89 percent of the agencies surve-ved

use rhe Housing unit Method (HUM) (Byerly 1990)' This method was also found ro be $ idel-v-

usedinanearliersurvey(U.S.BureauoftheCensustgT8).Themethodhasbeenfoundto
provide accurate estimates of the total popularion (Lowe, Pittenger and Walker 1977; Lotve'

weisser and Myers 1984; Smith and Lewis 1980, 1983; Smith and Mandell 1984) as rvell as a

strong conceptual unJ pru.tical foun-dation for a municipal estimarion system (llartin and

Serow1979;RivesandSerowlgS4;Swanson'BakersldVanPattenl983)'
one of the strong features of the HUM is that it can be implemented in a variety of forms'

which allows it to be adapted to a range of ciau environments (Swanson' Baker and van Patten

1983). This adaptability has been exploited primarily by subnational demographic centers for

purposesofrevenuesi,aringandrelatedprograms(tvtanin11dS.erowl978;Swanson,Baker
and van patten lgg3). How-ever, as pointed Jut uy Rives (1982), the method has potential uses

t 
*:'n:t-t"Tli., .onria/rhe case of environmental impact statements' concerns over legal

and environmental issues have resulted in decisions to locate unpopular facilities in sparsely

populated rural areas for which census and other socioeconomic data are usuaiiy not avaiiabie

(Freudenburg lgg2; grt*n, Geerrsen and Krannich 1989; Munsell 1988). As a consequence'

it has become necessary to deveiop methods of inquiry, particularly suited lor small, rural areas'

that fully exploit avaiiable data, are less costly and, in many cases' less intrusive._'11^1:ttu'

telephone, and mail ,uiu.vr. We believe tttuiii"uutiation of the HUM that we propose in this

paper contributes to this type of methodologicai development'

, ,;;;;. and John F. Carlson, Science Applications International Corporation' l0l Conr ention center-Drir e'

llir".iii,i,L.*?tftr, ,".;:::'g,l,rt#:l';',i.?;l#:'"tt'f 
Hft#li;;e D;piir*'nr oi Sociorog'v' Pa;iiic
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The HUM variation that we describe in this paper combines two metho

themselves, well known. However, they have largely been developed in isola

other, as well as from the HUM. These are: (1) random sampling; and (2)

interviews. As discussed later, these methods, combined with the HUM may I

of obtaining the population size and, eventually, composition data required to
mation needs of impact assessment projects and other activities affecting sm:

2. CONSIDERATIONS IN ASSESSING IMPACTS IN SMAI
RURAL AREAS

The location of new plants or industries in rural areas generally requirel

exceeding that which is available in the local area. Population growth in the cor

are in close proximity to the site can be expected to vary according to the size

and the number of employees that will be hired to build, then to operate and ma

pleted facility. Whether rapid increases in the overall number of individuals a

significant changes in the age and sex distribution, the altered population stru

an effect on the type and amount of public services needed (Summers 1982)

assessments require information regarding anticipated increases in school enrol

requirements, health care needs, and other services. Before such projections can

ever, information on the current population in the impacted area must be deter

to have a ,,jump-off" or "launch" population for forecasting purposes (car
and Swanson 1990; Pittenger 1976; U.S. Department of Energy 1988).

The understanding of major factors affecting the distribution of people ir
areas is critical in constructing demographic profiles and projections. These cc

likely to have been affected by periods of both boom growth and decline (Kranni

1984). Historical patterns of population change, as well as current trends, may

tially from averages derived from that ofthe county as a whole or even other sut

This presents a special problem because accurate demographic information is us

only for years in which the Federal Census is conducted. However, census data, i
mation on households, are not typically available for unincorporated places witl

tions. Since cost is usually a major factor, the possibility of conducting special ce

sample surveys, particularly on a regular basis, is often precluded, even in sma

An additional problem associated with such counts is that they require intervier

individual households, which imposes on time and privacy and adds to disruptic

may be already high for local residents (Brown, Geertsen and Krannich 1989; K

and Greider 1989; Schleifer 1986).

The estimation of the size of the current population of a small, rural area

ciple, be accomplished through several techniques. However, data limitations a

accuracy severely curtail the range of candidates and, realistically, point to a siI

HUM (Smith 1986; Smith and Mandell 1984; Lowe, Weisser and Myers 1984;

Patten and Baker 1983; Smith and Lewis 1983' 1980).

3. THE HOUSING UNIT METHOD

The concept of the HUM relies on the fact that nearly everyone sleeps unde

shelter. The U.S. Bureau of the Census, for example, chooses to define two clas

group quafters; and housing units. All persons are assigned to one shelter clas

The HUM holds that these shelters can be identified, counted, and classified '
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vacant. Also, all occupied shelters must have a specific number of occupants. Therefore, the

population of any given place must be equal to the sum of the housing units times the occupancy

rate times the average number of persons per occupied housing unit (household) plus the number

of persons in group quarters. The four elements of the HUM provide an exact demographic

identity, with the population of a given place given by

P = [(H\, (O), (PPH)I + GQ,

rvhere

P = total population,
11 = total housing units,
@ = proportion of occupied units,

PPH = mean number of persons per household,
GQ = group quarters population.

The key accuracy issue in using the HUM is in the determination of each of the components.

Moreover, as Smith (1986, pp.245-246) observes:

"The Housing Unit Method is a robust, comprehensive, and extremely flex-
ible form of population estimation with a number of characteristics that make

it useful for small-area analysis. [t is not confined to a single technique or

type of data; rather, it can utilize a number of different techniques and data

sources, including those that may be applicable in one area but not another. "
As also noted by Smith (1986), there are two major approaches used to generate the "number

of households" element of the HUM. One relies on measures of construction activity and the

estimation of an occupancy rate; the other uses utility data, such as residential eiectrical

customers. A major advantage of the second approach is that it can directly provide the number

of households, which eliminates or substantially reduces a number of potential data inac-

curacies, including the need to estimate time lags between when permits are issued and units

are completed, completion rates, demolitions, conversions, and occupancy rates. Starsinic and

Zitter (1968) as well as Rives and Serow (1984) find that the "utility data" approach to the

HUM is advantageous, although they also acknowledge certain limitations.
Another advantage of using urility data is that the same data used to obtain total households

can also be used as a complete frame from which samples can be drawn in order to obtain an

estimate of the average number of persons per household (PPf|. There are three forms that

traditional data coilection usually take in obtaining this type of sample informarion: mail,

telephone, and personal interview. We propose that in their place "local experts" be used to

minimize both cost and disruption burdens.

4. LOCALEXPERTS

The local expert procedure (also refered to as the key informant procedure) of obtaining

informarion about a community is well-established in the field of cultural anthropology. It

is generally acknowledged as a "reliance on a small number of knowledgeable participants,

who observe and articulate social relationships for the researcher " (Seidler 1974, p. 816).

Further, Poggie (1972) finds rhat when the questions asked in the field relate to noncontrover-

sial, concrete, and directly observable public phenomena, local experts are a highly reiiable

and precise source of information.
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There are two keyissues in using the local expert procedure in conjunction with ut'ity records
and the HuM. The firstis r" il;;'r'if*;arecruir peiJe rin" 

"r, 
o",, ,ocar experts on the com_

position of the househotas present.iil tlry t" ,t r"rr*oi;: il. second is to be abre ro obtain
househord identifving r"i"r*",i"" l# * ra.niriu. i"rii. r"*r experts (e.s., arti."i uoar.r,
and the name of trre rrouserrorJeir"rir"a 

"r " "Jiii, ";;ff, biiling code).

5. CASE STUDY
The data collection activity on which our population estimates rery is part of a program to

assess the socioeconomic tt'atacteristi.r or**.urirffi;";t'rd 
"rar 

yucca tvtountai-n,i evada,,t..xfi "#f .",l;,:i:;:ffi:::n;?,:::*;i*iiil".,:*,ffi F;ft i,n,,,repository. 'r c uurrlpr€'ensrve impact analysis of the f,roposeo
. yucca Mountain is located in Nye couin a sparsely oooutur.o, desert area. .rn.13: loloximately 90 miles northwest of Las vegas
are wir hin a ri rtv 

'''.,"ai ", "i,# ff iTrffi #:'n:.';fl :1::,i:1,ff ;:m,:*lfficorporated communiries otamargosa vul.r, 
".",rt,;;;;il*'o in sourhern Nve countv

and Indian Springs in crark il;.;;uounaaries;ilnffir.the 
county commissionersare used to deriniare communitv u"rri"ri* f".;";;;;.iin" impact anarysis.

6. DATA AND METHODS
During a preliminary phase of the research, contacts were made with community readers

and residents' These coltacts resulted in a network riru, rur., ru.ilitated the corection of data.
Field notes were taken dtttriuing'r.-Jrn#r ravout ;;;;;unity in the study area. These
included the tvpes and locations;t dil;;r and residentiuiu..*. e*, separare housingiyp.swere defined using the guiderines o."ii"ora uv ,r,. u.i. gir.* 

"r 
rhe census.- Fotowing the prerimin*r i*"riir"-r'tii, the road ,il;;;;;rher features were mapped

ror each communiry. using these maorlrl 
"rlir, ,";;;;;;;;;;n,uuu*, of the electrical com_

panv servicins southern Nvr .ouniy ia."iiri.i ,rr.l".",il" 
""0 ,ro. of housing, if any,

associated with all current electrical.onn..rionr. rrri"iri"r.*ir'* ',"u, added to the housingunit fire consrrucred r.o*'r" uiiri;;;ffi, for each;;;;;:"..uu* 
of the rack of ade_

quate utilitv records for Indian spii"gr, ri""t";il;#;""'i*rn* 
area was co'ecteJ bylo:lTli ;:"1'H:l;;':l',f#X?li::i 9' ;'::i'"'"*",' housing unit, uv t.u.,

Springs ii '", i'.i"a.a i" ir', r*,;;il;,;"'r'j,i:f ,Ylifij|:l]. As a consin"'"..,"""Jt*
The preliminarv fieldwort r"oi."iiiir"t'ruurtuntiur oirir*".., in ppFlcourd 

be expecredacross the communities in tr" stuav atta. it ur, a random serection of units from the rrouringunit fire was drawn separatery ro, 
"u.rr 

ro*.unity, based 
", ii. *.uer of housing units ineach community' A conservative uoorou.t, *us used to aat.r-in.ii" size of each community,ssampte. rr assumed a 5% margir';i;;;;;, a significanc. r."J-"r .05 and inrerest in a

dichotomous variable wiilt u so-s-o airtrru"it"" (c^o&ran tilll'.-o*"rhe initial size was deter_mined, an additionar t5%-was ad;;J'r #;," for missing.rr.r. ii,. finar sampre size forAmargosa vallev was 
]7.5.h-9uri"r *iit io. g.uttv 

" 
*^, iii, 

^a tor pahrump, 
355.Locar experrs were initiatv ilrffi;;;*gh tle .";*r;.;rk on the basis of theirexperience in communitv activities anJi# r"*iri".rr, *iirrj"i"ii"ria"ntr. Each potentialexpert was interviewed and asked to .;;;;;.lfor,n o"rig."i r" 

"ssess 
their quarifications.A written explanation of the nro;..r-l;';0..rr,, i"ui".-r-i*J.J#*nu the data coltection
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process were provided and discussed. The persons selected as local experts were given instruc-

tions regarding confidentiality. For this project, we found that the "meter readers" employed

by the local utilities constituted a good source of local experts. The local experts were provided

with the sample set of housing units for their respective communities. In most cases, two local

experts worked together, which made it possible to verify the accuracy of information as it

was recorded. For each unit, the local experts communicated to the researcher only the number

of persons in the household as of July 15, 1990, the age (using eight age groups) and gender

of each household member, and the retirement sratus of any member fifty years of age and

over. If either of the two local experts was u:rsure about the composition of a given household,

another member of the community was contacted to confirm the data. In the case where the

composition of any part of the household could not be confirmed, "data unkns1v11" was

,..oid.d for the enrire unit. The data were recorded on a form that listed and identified the

sample units by an attribute number (designated according to location on the housing r:nit map),

the electrical meter number assigned ti, :1? r:ni:. and the type of housing unit. AII . -,idential

units, including those identified as "burnes uown" or otherwise destroyed, unoccupied or

, ,removed from pad' ' (in the case of mobile homes and trailers) are considered part of the final

sample. Units identified as "not a residence" were eliminated from the frame and not inciuded

in thi sample. There were a few units for which data were unknown. These units are not included

in the final sample, which may cause some slight bias'

1. RESULTS

The first data producr is the number of households, which is derived directly from the active

meter records, screened and classified by utility company personnel. Table I displays these

figures by community along with other results that are discussed later.

Table I also provides the estimated PPA|. which is taken from aggregate number of persons

identified in the occupied sample units by the local experts. Also found in this table is the

estimared household poputation of each community, which was found by applying the HUM

formula to the household and pp.F/ components. There were no group quarters identified in

any of the communities.

Tsble I
Sample Characteristics and Results of the Accuracy Test*

Estimated 1990

95 ro

Confidence
IntervalCommunity Households

PPH SE Popularion Low High

1990
Census
Count

Amargosa ValleY

Beatty
Pahrump

17r 9l I
1,501 1,765

6,810 1 ,569

326
672

3,224

2.58
2.13
2.23

853

r,623
1,425

.l I 841

.10 1,633

.06 7,190

r The Estimated data and confidence intervals are produced by the procedures described in the text. The 1990 census

counts are raken rrom raure^ili'ii'.';:isso E*;,i;iiti;, tt;vi<ia, Public L":lt\J t"??l^; ,,9*11*li:i1,::'
iBtsi?"ti":fi;,ii;iilb"jiti ivriir.ur,-Nl""aiq;r;nil tinieriiurarian, Nevada State Librarv and Archires'

Caoitol Comptex, Carson iity, 1i;;;U bgiiq i-h;;;il foitrti 
"t.u 

"AmargosaY:llev is made u-q of rhe 1990

ooirulation reported f"r NyJ'i6"niy;iffi1t6t;y;tt.l, Division (761) and Crvstal Division (92)' The count tor

ihe area,,Beatty,, is taken from rhe Beauy Census Oesigiratea'itta.iandthe courit for lhe area "Pahrump" is taken

from the Pahrump Division of Nye county'
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8. MEASURING UNCERTAINTY IN THE ESTIMATES

One major advantage of estimates based on random sampling is that confidence intervals
can be generated. Rives (1982) advocates this approach. However, he did not consider the use
of local experts and believed that his suggestion would only be followed in exceptional
circumstances because of the high expense associated with traditional surveys. This was also
noted by Morrison (1982) and Lee and Goldsmith (1982) in their critical review of Rives'
suggestion.

In the case of the local expert procedure, the "statistic" is the PPH value, which in prac-
tice would vary from sample to sample depending on the variation inPpr/values. Our interest
is less in the PPH values than in the estimate of population, however, so we use a simple
transformation introduced by Espenshade and Tayman (1982) and used more recently by
Swanson (1989) to place the confidence interval originally generated for a given community,s
PPH value around each of the community population estimates.

Let

P = estimated household population,
l/ = number of households,

PPH : estimated persons per household.

Then

lower limit (p) : (N) . (ppH - (t,_2, a/2) * (se)),
upperlimit (P) = 11,{),* (ppH * (tn_2, a/2) * (se)),

where

n : number of households sampled,
s : level of significance desired,

se : standard error of the estimated PPH,
tn-z : @/2)l00th percentile of the I distribution,with (n - 2) degrees of freedom.

As an example, using a significance level of .05, the correspondingg5a/o confidence interval
for the estimated 1990 population of Pahrump (7,190) is

lowerlimit :6,810 = (3,224) * (2.23 - (1.96 * .06)),
upper limit = 7,569 = (3,224) * (2.23 + (1.96 * .06)).

9. TESTOFACCURACY

Before turning to the test results, which are also included in Table l, some data qualifica-
tions require discussion. The single most problematic issue in terms of comparing the estimates
with the 1990 census results lies in the fact that the Bureau of the Census does not recognize
the "tax districts" as administrative boundaries for the communities in the study area. This
means that the Bureau's "statistical" geography must be used, which requires some adjustments
so that the geography used for purposes of the impact analysis matches that used by the Bureau.
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In terms of these adjustments, the area identified as Amargosa Valley for purposes of the

impact study is known to vary from the Amargosa Valley Census Division of Nye county used

by the Bureau in that the study's definition includes the Crystal Census Division of Nye county.

Fortunately, this is a case where two pieces of statistical geography used by the Bureau can

be combined to virtually match that used in the impact study. Thus, the 1990 census population

counts shown in Table I for the Amargosa Valley include the Crystal Division along with the

Amargosa Valley Division. "Beatty" is another area that is known to vary in terms of
geography. It is identified as both a Census Designated Place and as the Beatty Census Division
of Nye county by the Bureau. In this situation, it is the Census Designated Place that cor-

responds very closely to the definition of Beatty used in the impact study. Thus, the 1990 census

population count for Beatty shown in Table I is for the Beatty CDP'
The third community, Pahrump, is identified as a Census Division of Nye county. This piece

of statistical geography used by the Bureau is virtually identical to that used in the impact study.

Consequently, the 1990 census population found in Table I for Pahrump is that given for this

division of Nye county.
There are other differences between the estimates and the 1990 census figures. The official

date of the census count is April lst; the estimates are for July l5th. In terms of this difference,

seasonal effects are believed to be very slight for the communities in question. With the exception

of the outflow of some "snowbirds," who may have been counted in the study area because

they had no usual residence elsewhere, there were no known migration streams of any conse-

quence between April and July. Similarly, the other components of population change rvere

slight.
Had the Bureau found transient persons with no usual residence elsewhere, the estimation

procedure is likely to have missed them. These differences would also impact housing unit

counts. If a transient person, identified as a resident for purposes of the decennial census, is

found in a recreational vehicle it would be included in the community's "other" housing stock

by the Bureau. Such accommodations would not be included in the data derived from the

residential electrical meter records.

We believe, however, that such instances are rare and, further, that the test results are not

confounded by comparing a household population with a population that resides mainly in

households but also, to some extent, in group quarters.

The results of the test of accuracy are also summarized in Table 1, along wirh the "low"
and "high" estimates corresponding to the 95 percent confidence interval placed around each

community's estimated population. The estimated population is very close to the population

reported by the Bureau. Overall, the mean absolute difference is 86 persons and the mean

absolute percent difference is 1.7.

The three confidence intervals contain the 1990 census population in each of the three com-

munities, respectively. This finding is of special interest because the intervals are relatively

narrow for a 95 percent level of confidence. On average, the width, as measured from the

esrimated population to either boundary is 7.2 percent of the estimated population. This

suggests that confidence intervals constructed around the estimates derived from this varia-

tion of the HUM are meaningful, even in the presence of some unknown level of nonsampling

error.
Two of the three communities are underestimated. In the case of Pahrump, it appears that

the estimation technique was not able to capture all of the recent growth that appears to be

spilling from the Las Vegas Valley into the Pahrump area. It is not known to what extent this

was due to missing households on the frame and what was due to underestimating Pahrump's

PPH value.

161
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10. SUMMARY

While the local expert procedure may not provide satisfactory population estimates in all
small, rural areas (e.g., vacation spots, with a high incidence of seasonal housing units and
privately owned rental units), it appears to hold promise based on the data for the area included
in this study. As with any estimation technique, the key criteria for determining if it could be

implemented elsewhere revolve around the possibility of obtaining the required data and

implementing the procedure within available funding. In the case of the local expert procedure,

this would mean that utility data can provide the number of households and be used as a sample

frame. Once a sample was selected, the procedure's effectiveness would depend on the recruit-
ment and knowledge of local experts. If these criteria can be met, the procedure would seem

to be feasible. The next step would be to determine how accurate it is in a given application.
We were not able to evaluate the accuracy of the age and other composition data estimated

through the procedure at the time of this writing because these data were not yet available from
the 1990 decennial census. However, we are encouraged by the test results for the total popula-

tion, which indicate that the procedure has the potential for highly accurate estimates, even

in small, rural areas experiencing rapid change.
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